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Darwin (1872) postulated that emotional expressions contain universals that are retained

across species. We recently showed that human rating responses were strongly

affected by a listener’s familiarity with vocalization types, whereas evidence for universal

cross-taxa emotion recognition was limited. To disentangle the impact of evolutionarily

retainedmechanisms (phylogeny) and experience-driven cognitive processes (familiarity),

we compared the temporal unfolding of event-related potentials (ERPs) in response

to agonistic and affiliative vocalizations expressed by humans and three animal

species. Using an auditory oddball novelty paradigm, ERPs were recorded in response

to task-irrelevant novel sounds, comprising vocalizations varying in their degree of

phylogenetic relationship and familiarity to humans. Vocalizations were recorded in

affiliative and agonistic contexts. Offline, participants rated the vocalizations for valence,

arousal, and familiarity. Correlation analyses revealed a significant correlation between a

posteriorly distributed early negativity and arousal ratings. More specifically, a contextual

category effect of this negativity was observed for human infant and chimpanzee

vocalizations but absent for other species vocalizations. Further, a significant correlation

between the later and more posteriorly P3a and P3b responses and familiarity ratings

indicates a link between familiarity and attentional processing. A contextual category

effect of the P3b was observed for the less familiar chimpanzee and tree shrew

vocalizations. Taken together, these findings suggest that early negative ERP responses

to agonistic and affiliative vocalizations may be influenced by evolutionary retained

mechanisms, whereas the later orienting of attention (positive ERPs) may mainly be

modulated by the prior experience.

Keywords: auditory ERP, novelty oddball, sound familiarity, emotion processing, voice, phylogeny

INTRODUCTION

The recognition of emotions conveyed in the human voice plays an important role in human social
interactions. Humans can decode prosodic cues related to the emotional state of the sender from
human speech and non-linguistic vocalizations (e.g., Zeskind and Marshall, 1988; Fecteau et al.,
2005; Sander et al., 2007; Belin et al., 2008; Jessen and Kotz, 2011; Ho et al., 2015; Kokinous
et al., 2015). Cross-cultural studies indicate a universal pattern in the expression and perception
of these prosodic cues (e.g., Scherer et al., 2001; Juslin and Laukka, 2003; Pell et al., 2009a,b; Sauter
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2015) and suggest a pre-human origin predominantly organized by innate
mechanisms.
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More than 130 years ago Darwin (1872) postulated in his
masterpiece “The Expression of Emotion in Man and Animals”
that emotional expressions contain universals that are retained
across mammalian species by evolutionary mechanisms. Inspired
by Darwin, Morton (1977) compared agonistic, fearful, and
affiliative vocalizations across mammals and birds and proposed
the so-called motivation-structural rules. Thus, in mammals
relatively low frequency and broadband (harsh) sounds are
associated with aggressive contextual behavior, whereas high
frequency sounds with a tonal structure are associated with
fearful or friendly contextual behavior. Ehret (2006) extended
this model of Morton (1977) and suggested that the perception
of communicative sounds of mammals conveys three basic
meanings: (1) aversion, (2) attraction, and (3) cohesion. Calls
inducing aversion should cover a broad frequency range of
a varying frequency spectrum with noisy components. Calls
attracting the recipient should be high frequency tonal sounds,
whereas calls inducing cohesion should be associated with a
low frequency rhythmic structure. To date, various empirical
investigations support the idea of cross-taxa similarities in
emotional vocalizations across different mammalian groups (e.g.,
Soltis et al., 2005; Scheumann et al., 2007, 2012; Bastian and
Schmidt, 2008; Schehka and Zimmermann, 2009; Gogoleva et al.,
2010; Zimmermann, 2010). Thereby, the encoding of acoustically
conveyed emotion in animal vocalizations show similarities with
prosodic cues in human vocalizations and speech (e.g., Vettin
and Todt, 2005; Hammerschmidt and Jürgens, 2007; Davila
Ross et al., 2009; Zimmermann et al., 2013). These results are
further supported by playback studies on cross-taxa recognition.
These studies already showed that humans are able to classify
context and valence-specific animal vocalizations (cats: Nicastro
and Owren, 2003; dogs: Pongrácz et al., 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011;
Molnár et al., 2006, 2010; Flom et al., 2009; Taylor et al.,
2009; pigs: Tallet et al., 2010; macaques: Linnankoski et al.,
1994). However, in most of these studies human participants
only listened to one species, either a phylogenetically closely
related species (primates) or a somewhat familiar species
(domesticated species e.g., dog, cats). Thus, it remains unclear
whether recognizing emotional vocalizations across species can
be explained by cross-taxa universal coding and processing
mechanisms as a result of phylogeny or by familiarity alone.

In a previous study (Scheumann et al., 2014), we investigated
vocally induced cross-taxa emotion recognition by using
agonistic and affiliative vocalizations of human infants
(conspecific control) and three animal species varying in
their degree of familiarity and phylogeny to humans. This was
done to explain the effect of familiarity and phylogeny on vocally
induced cross-taxa emotion recognition. We found that adult
human male listeners showed the highest emotion recognition
accuracy for conspecific vocalizations, while the recognition
accuracy for animal vocalizations was mainly dependent on
call type familiarity, i.e., the recognition of species-specific
vocalization types/context. These findings suggest that at least
in an explicit task, cross-taxa vocalization-induced emotion
recognition in adult male listeners is more affected by cognitive
experience-based mechanisms than by phylogeny. This finding
also aligns with Belin et al. (2008), who reported that humans

are unable to recognize the valence of animal vocalizations
using an explicit behavioral rating task. Interestingly, fMRI
data collected in parallel, revealed brain activation in the right
ventro-lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in response to negative
and positive vocalizations of humans, non-human primates
(rhesus monkey), and non-primates (domestic cat). The authors
explained the discrepancy between the behavioral rating and
the imaging results by an unconscious evolutionary retained
brain mechanism differentiating the valence of human and
animal vocalizations. This mechanism may be masked by
later cognitive processes in explicit behavioral rating tasks.
Although, Belin et al. (2008) argued that the shared systems
underlying emotion processing may engage at an unconscious
level, any conclusions about an automatic response to cross-taxa
vocalizations in an explicit behavioral task would be complicated
by specific task demands. Furthermore, it may be argued that
evolutionary hard-wired and therefore rather automatic brain
responses to emotional vocalizations act on a different time
scale than higher-order cognitive ones, which calls for a more
time-sensitive method than functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). Consequently, to disentangle the respective
impact of evolutionarily retained mechanisms (i.e., phylogeny)
and experience-driven cognitive processes (i.e., familiarity)
on emotional processing in humans, a time-sensitive implicit
approach is needed.

To fill this gap, we performed an ERP experiment to
explore the temporal dynamics of cross-taxa agonistic and
affiliative vocalizations that varied in their degree of phylogenetic
relatedness and familiarity to humans. We employed a widely
used ERP paradigm, the auditory novelty oddball paradigm that
allows the parallel testing of novelty attentional orienting as
well as familiarization of novel auditory sounds (e.g., Friedman
et al., 2001). This classical ERP paradigm includes task-relevant
standard and deviant tones (targets) as well as task-irrelevant
novel sounds (=novels, in the current case the emotional
contextual category). Using this paradigm, Czigler et al. (2007)
reported a biphasic ERP response of an early negativity and a late
positivity comparing aversive versus neutral novels. In particular,
the early negative response to aversive novels may be explained
by their relevance for an organisms’ survival (e.g., Sauter and
Eimer, 2010; Schirmer and Escoffier, 2010) as aversive sounds
may lead to negative consequences for the organism. Czigler
et al. (2007) suggested that the early negative response may
engage a broader neural network including the limbic system
and the auditory cortex whereas the late positivity may reflect
cognitive evaluation. Early emotional processing of prosodic cues
around 100–200ms after stimulus onset have also been reported
in human speech (e.g, Schirmer et al., 2005; Schirmer and Kotz,
2006; Paulmann and Kotz, 2008; Paulmann et al., 2013) and
non-linguistic vocalizations (Sauter and Eimer, 2010; Jessen and
Kotz, 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Pell et al., 2015). Thus, early ERPs
seem ideally suited for studying possible evolutionary retained
mechanism underlying the cross-specific perception of emotional
vocalizations.

Investigating the effect of familiarity on auditory processing,
studies reported early ERP responses (e.g., N1,MMN) that do not
have to engage attention to the stimulus dimension (Shahin et al.,
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2003, 2004; Thierry et al., 2003; Jacobsen et al., 2005; Kirmse et al.,
2009, 2012) and higher-order cognitive processes related to later
positivities such as the P3 complex (e.g., Cycowicz and Friedman,
1998; Kirmse et al., 2009). Thus, larger N1 andMMN responses to
familiar than unfamiliar sounds were found (Thierry et al., 2003;
Kirmse et al., 2012), and an increased novelty P3 responses to
unfamiliar stimuli (Cycowicz and Friedman, 1998).

The current study utilized the auditory novelty oddball
paradigm to compare the novelty response of agonistic and
affiliative vocalizations of different species (human infants,
dogs, chimpanzees, and tree shrews) varying in their degree of
phylogeny and familiarity with respect to humans. Based on
previous behavioral and ERP findings, the following hypotheses
were derived for the present study:

(1) As phylogeny is likely to play an important role in early ERP
responses to vocalizations expressed in agonistic contexts
due to their high relevance for an organisms’ survival,
we expected an enhanced early negative ERP response
to agonistic human infant and chimpanzee vocalizations
(phylogenetically closely related species) compared to
vocalizations produced in affiliative contexts. We did not
expect these early ERPs for dog or tree shrew vocalizations
(phylogenetically far related species).

(2) As ERP familiarity effects have been shown both early and
later, we expected ERP responses to vary as a function
of familiarity ratings given by the participants after the
ERP experiment. Thus, novel contextual categories, which
were rated as more familiar were expected to increase
ERP responses compared to unfamiliar novel categories.
ERP responses were also correlated with the participants’
offline stimulus ratings of valence, arousal, and familiarity
to specify their functional significance as well as to acoustic
dissimilarities between standard and novels to control for
mere acoustic effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Thirty male participants took part in the experiment to
circumvent gender specific responses to emotional vocalizations
(e.g., Schirmer et al., 2004, 2005) and especially infant
vocalizations (e.g., Seifritz et al., 2003; Sander et al., 2007). The
age range of participants was 21–28 years (mean = 24 years,
SD = 2), all were right handed (LQ: mean = 51.5, SD = 13.7)
according to an abbreviated version of the Edinburgh Inventory
(Oldfield, 1971), and self-reported no hearing or neurological
deficits. To avoid ceiling effects of familiarity, no participant had
children or owned a dog. They received 7 Euros per hour for their
participation. The study was approved by the Ethics committee of
the University of Leipzig and was conducted in concordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Acoustic Stimuli
Standard tones were sinusoidal tones of 600Hz frequency
and 756ms duration (including 10ms rise and fall and the
duration matched to the mean duration of the novel sounds).

Target (deviant) tones differed from the standard tones in
frequency only (660Hz). Novel sounds were vocalizations of
four different species (human infant, dog, chimpanzee, and
tree shrew), recorded in two emotionally distinct behavioral
context categories (affiliative and agonistic). These stimuli were
identical to the ones of our behavioral rating study (Scheumann
et al., 2014) where more detailed information on the recording
context and the stimulus preparation can be found (but see
also Supplementary document paragraphs 1, 2, and 3). For each
of the species and context categories 24 stimuli were selected
from recordings of 5 to 8 different senders, resulting in a
total of 192 vocalizations grouped in eight categories: agonistic
human infant, affiliative human infant, agonistic dog, affiliative
dog, agonistic chimpanzee, affiliative chimpanzee, agonistic tree
shrew, affiliative tree shrew. All stimuli were sampled at 44.1 kHz
(16 bit, mono). Sound intensity was normalized to 60 dB using
PRAAT (www.praat.org; Boersma, 2001).

Design and Experimental Procedure
In the auditory novelty oddball paradigm, participants listened
to continuous sequences of auditory events. Seventy-six percent
of these events were standard tones, 12% were target tones,
and 12% were novel sounds. Together, the standards and
targets formed the auditory scene that was task relevant. The
novels were task-irrelevant and non-repetitive. The sequence
was pseudo-randomized for each participant with the following
constraints: (i) at least three events occurred between consecutive
novels or targets, (ii) targets and novels were not allowed in
direct succession, and (iii) a maximum of two targets or two
novels occurred before the next occurrence of the next deviant
event. The stimuli were presented at an inter-stimulus-interval
(ISI) of 756ms to maximize isochrony and hence the signal-
to-noise ratio. The entire sequence of 1,600 acoustic events
(1,216 standards, 192 targets, 192 novels) was divided into
four blocks with slightly different numbers of targets (46, 56,
47, 43).

For the duration of the experiment, participants sat in an
acoustically and electrically shielded chamber in a comfortable
chair. Acoustic stimulation was administered via headphones
(Audio-Technica ATH-M40fs). Participants were instructed to
attend to the sequences and to silently count the number of
deviant tones in each block while fixating a cross that was
presented continuously on a computer screen positioned about
140 cm in front of them. They were asked to move, swallow, or
blink as little as possible during the auditory stimulation. The
first block was preceded by 11 events (9 standards, 2 targets) to
initiate the task (thus participants encountered 48 targets in the
first block). These were not included in the analysis. Between
blocks, participants were asked for the deviant count and were
allowed to take short breaks to move and rest their eyes. The
duration of the experiment was ∼40min excluding breaks and
EEG setup-time.

EEG Recording and Analysis
Continuous EEG signals were recorded from 61 Ag/AgCl
electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (Electro-Cap International).
The locations of the electrodes were: FPz, FP1/2, AFz, AF1/2,
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AF3/4, AF7/8, Fz, F3/4, F5/6, F7/8, F9/10, FCz, FC3/4, FC5/6,
FT7/8, FT9/10, Cz, C1/2, C3/4, C5/6, T7/8, CPz, CP3/4, CP5/6,
TP7/8, TP9/10, Pz, P3/4, P5/6, P7/8, P9/10, POz, PO3/4, PO7/8,
Oz, O1/2 according to the nomenclature proposed by the
American Electroencephalographic Society (Sharbrough et al.,
1991). Additional electrodes were placed at the mastoids (A1
and A2). The ground electrode was located at the sternum.
To control for ocular artifacts, bipolar horizontal and vertical
electrooculograms (HEOG and VEOG) were recorded from the
outer canthus of each eye and from above and below the right
eye, respectively. The mean of all electrodes served as on-line
reference. Electrodes were connected to a Refa amplifier (Twente
Medical Systems, The Netherlands). Signals were sampled on-
line at a rate of 500Hz (DC to 135Hz, anti-aliasing filter).
Electrode impedances were kept below 5 k� throughout the
whole experiment.

Offline, data pre-processing and ERP analyses were performed
using the EEP 3.2 software package (Max-Planck institute of
Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, commercially
available as EEProbe, ANT Neuro). Epochs of −100 to 800ms
with respect to the stimulus onsets were selected and scanned
semi-automatically for artifacts. Epochs with a voltage variation
of more than 40 µV on VEOG or Cz or 30 µV on HEOG within
a 200ms sliding time window were marked as contaminated
by artifacts. Contaminated epochs containing eye blinks or
saccades identified via electrooculography were used to obtain
propagation factors which were calculated on the basis of 30
prototypical blinks and 30 prototypical moves selected separately
for each participant. The propagation factors were then used to
compensate for prototypical artifacts via a regression algorithm
(Electrooculogram Epoch Classification), implemented in the
EEP software (see also Pfeifer et al., 1995). Artifact-free or—
corrected epochs were averaged separately for each participant
and stimulus type (standards, targets, novels) after error trials or
time-outs (<2% in all conditions) were removed. Additionally,
an average for each of the eight novel categories was created per
participant. The 100ms prior to the onset served as baseline. The
averaged data were re-referenced to the average of both mastoid
channels and used for to calculate means for each participant and
each ERP component. For presentation purposes only the data
were filtered at 14Hz low-pass.

To quantify the ERP components of interest, the general
target-detection and novelty responses were first assessed by
comparing the ERPs in response to target tones and novel
sounds to those to standard tones, respectively. Based on
visual inspection of the grand average data, time windows of
60ms were centered on visible peaks or time points of largest
differences between conditions for the following components:
N1 (70–130ms), MMN (120–180ms), P3a (210–270ms), and
P3b (290–350ms). The latency of the ERP components was
measured relative to stimulus onset. To validate the data,
we pre-analyzed ERPs to deviants and novels, which showed
the typical pattern of an orienting response comprising N1,
MMN, P3a, and P3b components (Friedman et al., 2001).
Figure 1 shows the grand average ERP peak latency responses
to standard tones, deviant tones, and novel sounds in these time
windows.

Acoustic Analyses of Vocalizations
Acoustic analyses were performed for all novel sounds measuring
two spectral parameters (center of gravity, mean peak frequency),
a tonality-related parameter (percentage of voiced frames) and
an amplitude-related parameter (percentage of call energy) using
PRAAT (see Table S1). To account for the fact that ERPs reflect
sound processing in real time, we adapted acoustic analyses from
the start of the stimuli to the onset of the ERPs of interest. Thus,
the measurements reflect the acoustical properties of the novels
up to the time point where the analyzed time window of the ERP
component starts. Thus, wemeasured the acoustic parameters for
four intervals: from stimulus onset to 70ms (N1), from stimulus
onset to 120ms (MMN), from stimulus onset to 210ms (P3a),
and from stimulus onset to 290ms (P3b) after stimulus onset.

Rating Study
Four to six weeks after the EEG recording, 28 of the
initial participants returned for a behavioral rating study.
We choose this long period to reduce the possibility that
participants remember the stimuli from the previous EEG
session. Participants listened to the calls again, in the same
order, in which they had been presented to them in the EEG.
The major results of this rating study were already published
in Scheumann et al. (2014). Here, we will use the quantitative
ratings for emotional valence and arousal (referring to the ratings
of self-perspective in Scheumann et al., 2014) and the familiarity
(referring to the assumed familiarity rating in Scheumann et al.,
2014) for correlational analyses with the expected ERP responses.
The ratings of emotional valence and arousal were based on five
point versions of the self-assessment manikin (SAM; Bradley and
Lang, 1994). For familiarity, participants rated the vocalizations
on a scale ranging from “not familiar” (1) to “very familiar” (5).

Statistical Analysis
To assess topographical differences and to reduce α-error
accumulation by multiple testing of single electrodes,
electrodes were grouped into four regions of interest (ROIs) as
representatives of the topographical distribution: left anterior
(LA: FP1, AF7, AF3, F7, F5, F3, FT7, FC5, FC3), left posterior
(LP: TP7, CP5, CP3, P7, P5, P3, PO7, PO3, O1), right anterior
(RA: FP2, AF4, AF8, F4, F6, F8, FC4, FC6, FT8), and right
posterior (RP: CP4, CP6, TP8, P4, P6, P8, PO4, PO8, O2). The
mean amplitudes across electrodes were calculated for each of
the ROIs and subjected to statistical analysis.

To analyse the ERP responses to novels, a 4 × 2 × 2
× 2 repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated based on the
mean amplitude for each participant and time window, using
the factors species (SPEC; human infant, chimpanzee, dog,
tree shrew), context (CON; affiliative/ agonistic), and the two
topographical factors: region (REG; anterior/posterior), and
hemisphere (HEM; right/left). If the Mauchly’s test indicated
that the assumptions of sphericity are violated (p ≤ 0.05),
we corrected the degrees of freedom using Greenhouse-Geisser
estimates of sphericity (Field, 2009). Consistent with our previous
findings (Scheumann et al., 2014), data showed interactions
between SPEC and CON, thus we conducted a step-down
analysis for each species separately, i.e., 2 × 2 × 2 repeated
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FIGURE 1 | Grand average ERP response to standards (STD), targets (TAR) and novels (NOV), novel-standard (NOV-STD), and target-standard (NOV-TAR) difference

waves at the Fz and Pz electrode and component definition; the head on the right shows regions of interest (ROIs) used in the statistical analysis; dotted lines show

center of the 60ms time windows for the N1, MMN, P3a, and P3b component.

measurement ANOVAs using the factors CON, HEM, and REG.
If the factor CON showed an interaction with one of the
topographical factors, we performed a further step-down analysis
comparing context categories for ROI using the Hotelling T-Test.

To specify the functional significance of the ERPs, we further
investigated to what extend the brain’s response to novelty is
affected by differences in emotional valence, arousal, familiarity,
or acoustics of the novel sounds, i.e., the emotional vocalizations.
To assess the impact of emotional valence or arousal on the
MMN, the MMN amplitude was correlated with the rating
values for valence and arousal of the explicit rating task for
all novel categories. To assess the impact of familiarity, the
amplitude of the N1, MMN, P3a, and P3b components were
correlated with the grand mean ratings for familiarity. To control
for multiple testing, hypothesis-driven Fisher Omnibus tests
(Haccou and Melis, 1994) on the p-values of the correlation
analysis at the four ROIs and ERP time windows for valence,
arousal, and familiarity ratings were performed. To investigate
whether humans perceive differences between context categories

regarding valence, arousal, and familiarity ratings dependent t-
tests were performed. Early ERP components such as the N1
and MMN are also sensitive to salience of acoustic change
between standard and deviant stimuli (e.g., Campbell et al.,
2007; Näätänen et al., 2007). Thus, it is important to control
for the effect of physical properties especially for early ERPs. To
estimate the impact of differences in acoustic properties between
standard and novels, the ERP amplitude was correlated with the
Euclidian distance between standard and novel sounds, reflecting
their acoustic dissimilarity (acoustic dissimilarity index = AD),
using the Pearson correlation. The calculation of the Euclidian
distance was based on the z-transformed acoustic parameters:
Center of gravity, mean peak frequency, percentage of voiced
frames, and percentage of call energy. As only 28 participants
returned for the rating study, grand averages of ERP components
were re-calculated across these participants for the correlation
analyses.

In the following, only significant results will be reported.
Significant main effects or interactions of the topographical
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factors only will not be reported. Also, interactions including the
factors CON will only be reported if step-down analyses yielded
significant effects. All statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS 21.

RESULTS

Counting Task
The mean absolute value of deviations from the true number
of targets was 1.95 across blocks (SD = 1.51). The value was
highest in the second block (2.5; SD = 3.06), which contained
the highest number of targets (56), and lowest in the last block
(1.07; SD = 0.69), which contained the lowest number of targets
(43), showing that participants were well able to follow and keep
up with the counting task from the beginning to the end of the
experiment.

ERPs: Effects of Species and Context
The 4-factorial ANOVA of ERPs responses to the novels
(SPECxCONxREGxHEM) revealed main effects of SPEC in all
time windows [N1: F(3, 87) = 11.38, p < 0.001; MMN: F(3, 87)
= 5.87, p ≤ 0.001; P3a: F(3, 87) = 7.58, p < 0.001; P3b: F(3, 87)
= 6.72, p ≤ 0.002] and of CON for P3a and P3b [P3a: F(3, 87)
= 7.63, p = 0.010; P3b: F(3, 87) = 12.33, p = 0.001]. In all time
windows significant SPECxCON [N1: F(3, 87) = 2.92, p = 0.038;
MMN: F(3, 87) = 11.05, p < 0.001; P3a: F(3, 87) = 6.53, p <

0.001; P3b: F(3, 87) = 9.30, p< 0.001] and SPECxREG interactions
were observed [N1: F(3, 87) = 3.82, p = 0.013; MMN: F(3, 87) =
6.47, p = 0.001; P3a: F(3, 87) = 16.76, p < 0.001; P3b: F(3, 87)
= 13.56, p < 0.001]. Further a significant SPECxCONxREG
and CONxREG interaction for N1 [SPECxCONxREG: F(3, 87) =
7.59, p < 0.001; CONxREG: F(1, 29) = 49.22, p < 0.001] and
MMN [SPECxCONxREG: F(3, 87) = 6.84, p < 0.001; CONxREG:
F(1, 29) = 25.61, p < 0.001] and a significant SPECxCONxHEM
interaction for P3b [F(3, 87) = 3.91, p = 0.013] showed that
SPEC greatly influenced novelty processing and that effects
of emotional valence and familiarity cannot be interpreted
independently of this factor.

In the interest of conciseness and comparability to our
behavioral data (Scheumann et al., 2014), we therefore report
context effects on the relevant ERPs as step down analyses by
species. Whereas, for dog stimuli no significant effect of CON
was found in any of the time windows, main effects of CON
were detected for human infant, chimpanzee, and tree shrew
vocalizations.

Human listeners showed a larger negative response to
affiliative than agonistic human infant vocalizations in the MMN
time window [main effect CON: F(1, 29) = 5.58, p= 0.025].

For the chimpanzee vocalizations, there was a significant main
effect of CON for the N1 [F(1, 29) = 8.10, p = 0.008], MMN
[F(1, 29) = 22.76, p < 0.001], and P3b time window [F(1, 29) =
4.89, p = 0.035], which was qualified for the N1 and MMN time
window by a significant CONxREG interaction [N1: F(1, 29) =
17.34; MMN: F(1, 29) = 4.60, all p ≤ 0.041]. The N1 response
was larger negative for agonistic vocalizations at the anterior site
[LA: F(1, 29) = 21.34; RA: F(1, 29) = 14.23, all p ≤ 0.001], and
for the MMN time window the same effect was also confirmed

at the posterior scalp site [LA: F(1, 29) = 22.40; RA: F(1, 29) =
19.65; LP: F(1, 29) = 17.65; RP: F(1, 29) = 7.63, all p ≤ 0.01]. In
the P3b time window novel vocalizations led to an enhanced
positivity for affiliative vocalizations [main effect CON: F(1, 29) =
4.89, p= 0.035).

In response to tree shrew vocalizations, a significant
CONxREG interaction was observed for the N1 time window
[F(1, 29) = 45.82, p < 0.001], in which the effect of context was
larger for agonistic vocalizations over anterior sites [LA: F(1, 29)
= 20.31; RA: F(1, 29) = 20.19; all p< 0.001]. This anterior context
effect extended to the MMN time window [120–180ms; CON:
F(1, 29) = 14.27; p < 0.001] where context interacted with REG
[F(1, 29) = 29.33, p < 0.001] and HEMxREG [F(1, 29) = 4.98, p =
0.034]. Responses to agonistic vocalizations of tree shrews were
restricted to anterior sites [LA: F(1, 29) = 31.36; RA: F(1, 29) =
36.74; all p < 0.001]. In the P3a and P3b time windows, there was
a main effect of CON [P3a: F(1, 29) = 24.00; P3b: F(1, 29) = 30.16,
all p < 0.001], reflecting a stronger positive response to affiliative
as compared to agonistic vocalizations.

We found no effects of SPEC on HEM, thus, Figure 2 shows
the ERP responses to the two contextual categories by species at
the anterior and posterior ROIs.

Correlation of ERPs with Behavioral
Ratings and Acoustic Dissimilarity
Correlating the behavioral ratings of valence and arousal with the
MMN amplitude, a significant correlation of arousal at the right
posterior ROI was found (arousal: r = 0.742, N = 8, p = 0.035;
Fisher-Omnibustest: χ2

= 18.80, df = 8, p = 0.016; Figure 3A).
Dependent t-tests for each species separately revealed significant
effects between agonistic and affiliative vocalizations for the
valence rating of human infant, dog, and tree shrews [human
infant: t(27) = −16.54; dog: t(27) = −11.83; tree shrew: t(27) =
5.37, all p < 0.001; see also Scheumann et al., 2014] and for the
arousal rating for human infant and dogs [human infant: t(27) =
5.56; dog: t(27) = 8.93, all p < 0.001; Table 1].

Correlating the familiarity scores with the P3a and P3b
amplitude at both posterior ROIs resulted in strong negative
correlations (P3a: r ≤ −0.926, P3b: r ≤ −0.906, all N = 8, all
p ≤ 0.002, Figure 3B; Fisher-Omnibustest: χ2

≥ 34.95, df =

8, p ≤ 0.001). The familiarity scores decreased across species
and context of recordings, supporting the fact that vocalizations
of human infants and dogs were rated as more familiar than
vocalizations of chimpanzees and tree shrews (Table 1). However,
a within species analysis further showed that the familiarity
scores also significantly differed between affiliative and agonistic
vocalizations in all species [human infant: t(27) =−7.15; dog: t(27)
= 5.09; chimpanzee: t(27) = −2.64; tree shrew: t(27) = 7.04, all p
< 0.014]. The largest difference for familiarity means was found
for tree shrews (Diffmean = 1.35) and chimpanzees (Diffmean
= 0.78) compared to human infant (Diffmean = 0.43) and dogs
(Diffmean= 0.16).

For the acoustic dissimilarity index, no correlations between
AD and absolute amplitudes of ERPs were found, indicating that
the acoustic properties of the novel categories did not drive the
ERP differences.
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FIGURE 2 | Mean and standard deviations of the ERP amplitudes to agonistic and affiliative vocalizations by species at the anterior and posterior ROIs (pooled for

both hemispheres); black square, agonistic vocalizations; white square, affiliative vocalizations.

FIGURE 3 | Scatterplot of grand average amplitude of ERP components and behavioral rating per playback category at the right posterior ROIs; (A) MMN, arousal;

(B) P3a, familiarity; H, human infant; D, dog; C, chimpanzee; T, tree shrew; ago, vocalizations recorded in an agonistic context; aff, vocalizations recorded in an

affiliative context.

DISCUSSION

To disentangle the impact of evolutionarily retained mechanisms
(phylogeny) and experience-driven cognitive processes
(familiarity), we investigated the evolution of early and late
ERPs for task-irrelevant agonistic and affiliative vocalizations of
humans and three animal species.

The animal species varied in their phylogenetic relationship
and their familiarity to humans. Comparing ERPs to nonverbal
affective human and animal vocalizations revealed that brain
responses were strongly affected by the contextual call type.
Also a within species analysis showed different effects of the
context category on the early and late ERP components across
species. These show the typical biphasic novelty response, with
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TABLE 1 | Results of the behavioral ratings (=grand mean for valence, arousal, and familiarity as well as results of the t-test comparing the values between context

categories), the acoustic dissimilarity index (=Euclidian distance between standard and novel category based on the acoustic parameters per ERP time interval), and ERP

effects (=results of the statistical comparison between grand average amplitudes between context categories per species; Aff > Ago: affiliative voice elicits a larger

negative or positive amplitude than agonistic voice and Ago > Aff vice versa; pA–correlation between grand average amplitude of the right posterior ROI with arousal;
pF–correlation between grand average amplitude of the posterior ROIs with familiarity).

Human infant Dog Chimpanzee Tree shrew

Ago Aff Ago Aff Ago Aff Ago Aff

BEHAVIORAL RATINGS

Grand mean valence −0.75 1.11 −0.49 0.16 −0.17 −0.24 0.35 −0.21

T −16.54 −11.83 0.47 5.37

p-value p < 0.001 p < 0.001 ns p < 0.001

Grand mean arousal 3.43 2.74 3.51 2.92 3.18 3.21 2.67 2.85

T 5.56 8.93 −0.392 −1.54

p-value p < 0.001 p < 0.001 ns ns

Grand mean familiarity 3.54 3.97 3.73 3.89 3.12 2.34 2.97 1.62

T −7.15 5.09 −2.64 7.04

p-value p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p = 0.014 p < 0.001

ACOUSTIC DISSIMILARITY INDEX

N1 1.71 1.38 1.38 1.15 1.42 3.14 5.04 4.4

MMN 1.25 1.17 1.59 1.17 1.66 3.29 5.42 4.12

P3a 1.28 1.38 2.11 2.06 1.60 3.66 5.20 4.30

P3b 1.29 1.18 2.13 2.87 1.65 3.52 5.23 4.07

EFFECTS ON ERP COMPONENTS

N1 ns ns Anterior Ago > Aff Anterior Ago > Aff

MMNpA Aff > Ago ns Ago > Aff Anterior Ago > Aff

P3apF ns ns ns Aff > Ago

P3bpF ns ns Aff > Ago Aff > Ago

early negativities (N1/MMN) and a later positive complex
(P3a/P3b) being differentially affected by the properties of the
novelty vocalizations. A significant correlation between the
MMN amplitude and the arousal rating and a tendency for
the valence rating at the posterior site supports the role of
the MMN in early emotional processing (e.g., Schirmer and
Kotz, 2006). An orthogonal effect of context category on the
MMN at posterior sites was found for human infants and
chimpanzee vocalizations, but not for dog and tree shrew
vocalizations: Human infant’s affiliative vocalizations elicited
a stronger negativity than agonistic vocalizations whereas
for chimpanzee vocalizations the reverse pattern was shown.
Concerning familiarity, a significant correlation of the familiarity
rating and the P3a may indicate an involuntary attention switch
to familiar novels (Friedman et al., 2001; Schirmer and Kotz,
2006; Näätänen et al., 2007), whereas the significant correlation
of the familiarity rating and the posterior P3b underlines its role
in conscious, cognitive stimulus evaluation (e.g., Cycowicz and
Friedman, 1998; Friedman et al., 2001) that is influenced by prior
experience. Accordingly, affiliative tree shrew and chimpanzee
vocalizations, which were rated as less familiar than the respective
agonistic vocalizations and showed the poorest performance
when recognizing the emotional valence of the vocalizations,
elicited a stronger posterior P3b and for tree shrew vocalizations
also a P3a response. This finding strongly supports the influence
of familiarity-based processing at this later stage of novelty
processing.

Concerning the effects for early emotional processing, we
found differences in the brain responses to agonistic and
affiliative nonverbal human infant vocalizations in the MMN
time window. Infants’ laughter evoked a stronger negativity than
infants’ crying. This finding compares to reports by Seifritz
et al. (2003), who showed stronger brain activations in fMRI to
infants’ laughter than infants’ crying in non-parents. The authors
concluded that infant cries are of less behavioral relevance
to non-parents. Also ERP studies focusing on early emotion
responses in task-irrelevant happy sentences or vocalizations
reported larger early ERP effects to happy expressions than sad
expressions (Paulmann et al., 2013; Pell et al., 2015). Laughing
is known to lead to emotional contagion in both human and
primates and plays an important role in social interactions
(Lundqvist, 1995; Davila Ross et al., 2008, 2011). The contagion
character of the infant laughter was also noted in our previous
behavioral rating study (Scheumann et al., 2014) where some
participants responded to acoustically presented infant laughter’s
with a smile or laughter (unpublished data). This is in line
with Warren et al. (2006), who also found that listening to
vocalizations of positive valence and high arousal automatically
modulates neural activity engaging the preparation of oro-facial
gestures. Thus, the facial expression in response to vocal infant
laughter suggest that at least for non-parental male listeners,
infant laughter was behaviorally more relevant than infant crying
due to its contagious character. The whole head distribution of
the MMN effect slightly contradicts an expected fronto-central
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distribution of this component. However, using passive three-
stimulus oddball paradigms showed in some previous work that
this early negative response can shift to posterior electrode-sites
when participants focus their attention on a target dimension
(Oades and Dittmann-Balcar, 1995). Thus, an anterior-posterior
shift may result from the counting task utilized here. On the
other hand, the posterior MMN effect aligns with the findings by
Czigler et al. (2007), who also used a three-tone novelty oddball
paradigm. The authors argued that the MMN response “suggests
the involvement of a broader neural network in generation of this
activity.” This conclusion may also be supported by the results
Belin et al. (2008), who argued that “an important component of
the limbic system known to be involved in affective processing,
the OFC, was activated similarly by valence differences in human
and animal vocalizations.” Further, an anterior-posterior shift
of early ERPs responses to emotion expressions have also been
reported in other studies not necessarily just focusing on early
negativities but also positivities. For example, Paulmann et al.
(Paulmann and Kotz, 2008; Paulmann et al., 2010) reported
a posteriorly distributed positive response to task-irrelevant
neutral and emotional stimuli (sad, happy, fearful voice). Further,
Jaspers-Fayer et al. (2012) reported an early posterior negativity
(time window: 132–156ms) for emotional compared to neutral
stimuli. In the current context, the significant correlation
between arousal and the posterior focus on the MMN as well
as a trend correlation of the valence rating and the MMN with
a more anterior focus calls into question whether emotional
valence and arousal processing may be different (Warren et al.,
2006; Paulmann et al., 2013). All in all, the majority of studies
investigating emotional and neutral stimulus processing did not
clearly differentiate whether the reported effects differed as a
function of valence or mere arousal (e.g., Schirmer et al., 2005;
Czigler et al., 2007; Schirmer and Escoffier, 2010). Concerning
the chimpanzee vocalization, it seems unlikely that the posterior
early negative effect of context categories relies on arousal only.
Participants rated both context categories as similarly arousing in
the behavioral rating study (Table 1), and the mean of the arousal
rating did not fit well with the correlation (Figure 3A). Thus,
further research will have to show to what extent the agonistic
and affiliative stimuli may differ in their biological significance
to human listeners. We suggest that chimpanzee screams, which
are similar in their fundamental frequency contour to human
screams may be of higher behavioral importance signaling an
urgent threat situation (Arnal et al., 2015).

The significant correlations between the P3b amplitude
and the familiarity scores support the functional significance
of this late positivity for familiarity (e.g., Mecklinger et al.,
1997; Cycowicz and Friedman, 1998; Ylinen et al., 2009). Both
chimpanzees and tree shrew vocalizations enhanced a posterior
P3b in response to less familiar vocalization types. The missing
differences between human infants and dog vocalizations in
this late positive ERP response may indicate a ceiling effect
as vocalizations of both species are easily recognized and
consequently, familiarity scores may differ less between these
context categories.

The analysis of the behavioral rating showed significant
differences between context categories within most species (for
valence: human infant, dog, tree shrew; arousal: human infant,

dog; familiarity: all species) and confirm that stimulus properties
were distinct enough to perceive differences in valence, arousal,
and familiarity between context categories. Nevertheless, the
anterior N1, MMN, P3a, and P3b effects did not correlate with
valence, arousal, familiarity, or acoustic dissimilarity. This does
not imply that these factors do not play a role, but rather
that they may be interactive. It is already known that task-
irrelevant early negative ERP responses play a significant role
in deviance detection (e.g., Campbell et al., 2007; Näätänen
et al., 2007). Given that all vocalizations used in the current
experiment were naturally induced and acoustically different
between species and context categories, it is apparent that
acoustic differences may have influenced early ERP responses.
We addressed this issue by calculating the acoustic dissimilarity
index between standards and novels as a measure for differences
in the acoustical properties. As we found no correlation between
acoustic dissimilarity and the early ERP responses, we can
at least rule out that ERP amplitude differences between
context categories can be explained by a simple effect of
acoustic differences between standards and novels. Further, novel
categories that were acoustically less similar to standards did not
evoke larger ERP responses than novel categories that were more
similar. Studies on early emotional processing and familiarity
also showed effects on the above mentioned ERP components
(e.g., familiarity: Thierry et al., 2003; Jacobsen et al., 2005; Kirmse
et al., 2009; emotion: Paulmann and Kotz, 2008; Liu et al.,
2012; Jiang et al., 2014) and suggest that acoustic variation
especially in the early ERPs does not exclusively reflect deviant
detection of acoustic properties. Moreover, Jiang et al. (2014)
showed an additive effect of emotion and acoustic properties in
deviant ERP responses. Such cumulative effects make it difficult
to interpret the role of valence, arousal, familiarity, and acoustic
properties without additional experiments controlling for each
factor, respectively.

In summary, the current results indicate a strong influence
of stimulus familiarity on the P3a and P3b in a novelty oddball
paradigm. We further found indications of early emotional
processing, potentially independent of attention in the MMN
time window that cannot be easily explained by differences in
familiarity or acoustic stimulus properties and may therefore
reflect an evolutionary retainedmechanism allowing for the rapid
evaluation of emotional content across related species. In the
future, it could be helpful to conduct ERP experiments for each
species. Thus, familiarity differences across species may shift the
deviant detection to familiarity detection and thereby limit the
detection of emotional salience.
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